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ABSTRACT
Community-acquired methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus have swept across the United States, causing severe morbidity and mortality (see Table 1). This manuscript provides some illustrative cases seen in Wisconsin.

INTRODUCTION
Isolation of methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) strains has progressively increased over the past 2 decades in hospitals.1,2 MRSA was carried from the hospitals by patients into nursing homes and hemodialysis centers, and these have been called hospital associated (HA)-MRSA.1 In the past, patients admitted from the community could be assumed to be free of MRSA. However, this situation began to change in 1998 when Dr Daum’s group reported that children were entering the University of Chicago emergency department with community acquired (CA)-MRSA.3 Over the next 7 years, CA-MRSA was reported by other investigators over very widely dispersed geographical areas, including South Dakota, Alaska, Minnesota, Texas, Oklahoma, California, Western Europe, and Japan.2,4-26

There was some clustering of CA-MRSA in the United States, with reports of skin abscesses in prisoners,6,22 IV drug users in San Francisco,26 and in Native Americans, perhaps associated with community centers and steam bath houses.4,5,25 The first cluster of cases of CA-MRSA in Wisconsin was in Native Americans living in the Marshfield Clinic area.25 Most of these initial Wisconsin cases had skin and soft tissue abscesses.

Not only had CA-MRSA moved into the community, but also a disturbing new report from France revealed that these organisms could produce a highly lethal form of pneumonia in young people (mean age=14 years old).9 Further reports indicated that the CA-MRSA was causing serious skin and soft tissue infections.18 These strains were carrying the Patton-Valintine Leukotoxin (PVL),18 which is moved by bacterial phages between strains of S. aureus.4,22,27,28 PVL had been associated with skin abscesses in the past,18 but strains of S. aureus that caused cases of hemorrhagic pneumonia following respiratory tract infections (e.g., influenza) carried PVL.9 PVL is a lytic toxin, and its presence in S. aureus, whether in MRSA or MSSA, is associated with more severe disease.29

Despite the proximity of Madison to Chicago and Marshfield, Madison remained free of these organisms until November 2003, when 11 patients came to my attention over a period of 2 weeks. Six of these cases are detailed below and are discussed in relationship to syndromes being reported in other parts of the United States. Also, information concerning other new CA-MRSA syndromes is provided.

ILLUSTRATIVE CASES OF CA-MRSA
Case #1
A previously healthy 54-year-old man thought he might have been bitten by a spider on the dorsum of the wrist while hiking in the Rocky Mountains. He felt well except for a red, swollen, tender lesion that progressed over a 60-hour period despite treatment with cephalixin 500 mg orally 3 times daily. He was afebrile and the rest of his physical exam was normal. Fifteen milliliters of pus was drained, and cephalixin continued. When cultures revealed MRSA, his therapy was changed to trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole (SXT), 1 double strength tablet twice daily plus rifampin 600 mg daily, for 2 weeks. This MRSA was susceptible to clindamycin, erythromycin, rifampin, tetracycline, and
SXT. He was also decolonized with mupirocin to the nose and Hibiclens washes for 2 weeks. He recovered uneventfully. A search for exposures revealed that his teenage daughter, a gymnast, had hidradenitis suprativa (infection of the axillary sweat glands). His organism was positive for PVL by PCR testing.

Comments on Case #1
This case captures a number of important points about CA-MRSA. First, most people entering the medical care system with what is perceived to be a spider bite in fact have CA-MRSA. The characteristics of CA-MRSA lesions are marked swelling (initially) and often pruritic that later develop a necrotic center and surrounding erythema that is 4-5 times larger than typical S. aureus skin abscesses.30 In contrast, embolic lesions start as a small, hemorrhagic, sometimes tender, lesion that then may develop a suppurative center with modest surrounding erythema (see Table 2).

Second, CA-MRSA strains are more susceptible to antibiotics than HA-MRSA strains.3,31

Third, the source of the infection in this patient came from his daughter and the mat used by the gymnasts and wrestlers. Contact sports, crowding, shaving of hair, and failure to clean small abrasions are all possible means of transmission.4,5,7,11,15,22,25,26,32 Some of the members of the wrestling team had skin abscesses, suggesting that CA-MRSA is able to remain viable and infectious on the mat as one team practiced in the morning and the other team at night. Similarly, the patient placed his wrist on the back of a couch and his daughter would sit with her arm over the couch, thereby explaining the somewhat unusual location of his skin abscess.

Fourth, the choices of antibiotics to treat his infection are also instructive. Cephalexin is slowly absorbed and rapidly excreted, giving low blood and tissues levels. The pharmacokinetics are such that the time above the minimal inhibitory concentration would be <25% of dosing interval for treating skin infections caused by methicillin susceptible S. aureus.33 Were cephalexin to come onto the market today, it probably would only be recommended for urinary tract infections. In addition, S. aureus produce DNase, which breaks down DNA and releases thymidine. It is well known that thymidine greatly reduces the activity of both trimethoprim and sulfamethoxazole, thus SXT should be used with caution when pus is present. In all likelihood, this patient improved because the pus was drained, allowing these drugs to be active because there was no large release of thymidine from pus. In addition, the presence of rifampin will greatly increase the efficacy of the SXT. Of interest, SXT can be effective prophylactically against CA-MRSA as was shown in IV drug users who were HIV positive.19

Fifth, the patient was afebrile despite drainable pus. While patients with the more severe forms of infections associated with strains carrying the PVL genes are febrile, we have found that many of the patients with PVL infections are afebrile early in the course of their infections. This may relate to the lysis and death of leukocytes (neutrophils, macrophages, and monocytes) thereby decreasing the ability to release cytokines involved in stimulating a pyrogenic response.34

Case #2
A 21-year-old woman who was 2 months pregnant came to the emergency department with a 4-day history of pain in her right shoulder. She was previously healthy and had no history of diabetes or skin infections. She had muscle tenderness over the right lower scapula and was diagnosed as having a muscle strain from carrying her 2-year-old son. She was afebrile and had no shortness of breath or chest pain. A day later, she returned with fever, hypotension, and severe myalgias, especially in her right leg and right back. A presumptive diagnosis of toxic shock syndrome was made, and she was urgently transferred to the University Hospital. Upon admission, she was found to be febrile to 101.4°F, pulse=148, blood pressure=100/55. She was perfusing...
her extremities poorly and had marked tenderness of the right thigh and right shoulder, and swelling of her right knee. Workup revealed a thrombosis of the right axillary vein, multiple septic emboli to the lungs, an abscess within the right thigh, and septic arthritis of the right knee. Her white blood count was 5.0 k with marked left shift. MRSA grew from lung lavage fluid, and right knee and right thigh abscess. However, all blood cultures were negative. The MRSA strain showed the same susceptibility pattern as in the first case. She was treated with linezolid, clindamycin, and rifampin. Her course was stormy with the development of pancreatitis from the rifampin, spontaneous abortion, and acute respiratory distress syndrome (thought secondary to toxic shock syndrome), but she eventually recovered.

Comments on Case #2

First, a search for epidemiological clues as to where this patient acquired this organism was unrevealing. She had none of the typical risk factors for CA-MRSA as noted above, although pregnancy might be a risk factor for CA-MRSA.

Second, the patient’s initial presentation led the physicians away from the diagnosis of infection. There was no break in the skin, again suggesting that this organism is more invasive than most strains of *S. aureus*. She was febrile and non-toxic at initial presentation. Thus, one must have a heightened awareness for CA-MRSA because presentation can show minimal initial signs of serious infectious diseases and our ‘usual’ drugs will not be active against MRSA.

Third, the propensity of CA-MRSA to invade deep veins has been reported recently by other investigators. previously healthy teenagers who received minor skin injuries developed superficial skin infections that eventually penetrated into the deep veins of the leg. The ability of CA-MRSA to traverse tissue planes and invade deeply across fascial planes provides another a warning that this may be CA-MRSA.

Fourth, mothers carrying CA-MRSA pose a threat to newborns, as there is a long history of serious *S. aureus* outbreaks in nurseries, which are made even more severe in the presence of CA-MRSA. Active surveillance and aggressive infection control measures, including contact isolation, cohorting, and decolonization can eradicate MRSA from neonatal ICUs.

Fifth, the choice of antibiotics was based on several lines of reasoning. Linezolid was used because it has superiority in pulmonary infections over vancomycin in head to head clinical trials for its use. Daptomycin is inactivated by surfactant and not indicated for MRSA pneumonia. Rifampin was added for synergic killing of *S. aureus*, although clinical trials for this use are lacking. Clindamycin was given with the hope of decreasing toxin production. Clindamycin also has activity against the majority of CA-MRSA, but in 1 large series, 4.5% were resistant.

Case #3

A 29-year-old man came to the University of Wisconsin Hospital emergency department with a “spider bite” on his fifth finger as well as skin abscesses on his right lateral thigh, and kissing lesions on his medial thighs. He worked as a carpenter, had a history of a bicuspid aortic valve, and had dental work 10 days before admission (3 doses of 1 gm amoxicillin every 8 hours as prophylaxis). He had no history of boils or diabetes mellitus. On exam, he was afebrile and appeared non-toxic. The lesion on his finger was draining creamy yellow pus, had erythema extending from his middle to the base of his finger, a 1 cm draining ulcer/abscess on the left lateral thigh with 12 cm of surrounding erythema (Figure 1), and 2 developing abscesses on the mid-thighs that were tender, raised, and red, but with no break in the skin. There was concern about endocarditis, but he had no typical embolic lesions, and his heart murmur had not changed. His blood cultures were negative and transesophageal echocardiogram showed no vegetations. The pus cultured from his finger and thigh wounds grew CA-MRSA with susceptibilities as for the first case. This strain carried the gene for PVL. His only laboratory abnormality was a white blood count of 13.1 k. He was hospitalized and initially treated with vancomycin and rifampin for 6 days, but he went home on clindamycin plus rifampin. The abscess on his left thigh was opened and drained. He was also decolonized with mu-
pirocin to the nose for 7 days twice a day plus Hibiclens baths for 7 days.

Comments on Case #3
First, the lesions produced by CA-MRSA do not resemble emboli, thus endocarditis was unlikely even though he had had dental work and a bicuspid aortic valve, placing him at risk for endocarditis. The very wide area of surrounding erythema and the abscess-like, rather than embolic, lesions suggest PVL-containing S. aureus infection30 (see Table 2 for differentiation of furuncle from an embolus).

Second, the patient was not placed in isolation when he entered the emergency department, despite having pus draining from his wounds. He should have been automatically placed in isolation as soon as the ward clerk heard the words “spider bite.”

Third, the patient had received antibiotics, which is a risk factor for acquiring CA-MRSA.7

Fourth, most of his treatment was with clindamycin plus rifampin. This combination was chosen because the patient had no health insurance. While there is little data on CA-MRSA treatment with clindamycin, the economics of the situation were such that this was what the patient desired.

Fifth, although the patient had multiple abscesses, he was afebrile. This may be due to the PVL toxin lysing phagocytes and reducing cytokine/endogenous pyrogens production.

Sixth, because of the virulence of CA-MRSA and his bicuspid valve, we elected to decolonize him, which was successful (decolonization protocol is discussed below).

Cases #4-6
While sitting in a Lay Z Boy chair, a 48-year-old man developed pain in the right buttock while watching the Packers football game. Because of pain, he left in the middle of the game to go to the emergency department. He was in good health and taking no medications. Examination revealed a tender red lesion about the size of a ping pong ball in the right gluteal fold. The skin was unbroken and there was no adenopathy. He was afebrile and white blood count was normal. After several consultations, the decision was made that there was a developing abscess, but it was too early to attempt drainage. He returned for outpatient surgery the next afternoon. In the meantime, his daughter and wife had sat in the Lay Z Boy chair while he was absent from the home for 7 hours. When the drainage fluid revealed MRSA, I was consulted. By now, 72 hours had passed, and he was improving. His dicloxacillin was stopped, and he was treated with linezolid orally. However, both his wife and daughter now had red, painful lesions on their right buttocks. They were also treated with linezolid and resolved their evolving abscesses without the need for surgery.

Comments on Cases #4-6
The source of the CA-MRSA in the father was unknown; however, the timing strongly suggested that the infections in the wife and daughter arose from sitting in the same chair. No one had sat in the chair without clothes and no one had any open lesions when sitting in the chair. Again this suggests that CA-MRSA can penetrate normal skin and that the infectious disease-producing inoculum is likely to be quite small. Unfortunately, we lack epidemiology where investigators would perform environmental sampling and define the duration of persistence nor are there animal studies that define the infectious inoculum. We do, however, know that some CA-MRSA strains can form a biofilm on environmental surfaces, which should greatly enhance their persistence.5

SUMMARY
Spectrum of S. aureus diseases has broadened. Recently, CA-MRSA has rapidly spread into many areas of Wisconsin. Practitioners should be aware of the cardinal clinical and laboratory features. The new syndromes and hypervirulence relate to the presence of PVL in the CA-MRSA strains.45 Very severe syndromes can arise out of relatively minor wounds and can progress without the usual warning signs such as toxicity and fever. However, when the lungs are involved, the CA-MRSA can progress at an alarming rate, such as with the hemorrhagic pneumonia and Waterhaus-Friderischen syndrome. Patients who claim to have spider bites should be placed in immediate isolation and not be allowed to sit on the furniture in waiting rooms. This practice should also be extended to anyone coming into an office with the complaint of a skin abscess. Finally, we must consider CA-MRSA when selecting antibiotics for necrotizing fasciitis, any severe cellulitis, and septic emboli. With the continued and rapid spread of CA-MRSA, antibiotics with activity against MRSA should be included in treatment regimens whenever these syndromes are encountered. In addition, intravenous immune globulin (IVIG) neutralizes PVL toxin46 and has been used by physicians for severe cases, but controlled, randomized studies are not available.
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